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Abstract 
We deal with the following problem. Let IL be a suitable finite linear space embedded in a Pappian 
plane $ and suppose that iL is embeddable in a finite projective plane x’ of order n. It is true that 
a finite subplane rt of P isomorphic to A’ containing iL exists? 
1. Introduction 
Ajinite linear space (FLS) is a pair I_ = (P, _Y), where P is a set of u points and 9 is 
a set of b subsets of P, called lines, such that 
(i) any two distinct points are joined by a unique line, 
(ii) each line has at least two points. 
If there exist at least two lines, II is called nondegenerate. The degree rx of a point 
XEP is defined as the number of lines through it. The degree kl of a line 1 is defined to 
be the number of points on it. An FLS [L isomorphic to the FLS obtained by deleting 
a subset from a projective plane n is called embeddable in x. If [L is contained in z, IL is 
said to be embedded in rt. 
Let us consider the following classical problem about projective planes. 
Are there finite projective planes embedded in a Pappian projective plane P over 
a field r? 
As it is known, for r= R there is no such subplane, as an easy consequence of the 
following result (see [7,1 I]): every finite subset of [FD not contained in a line always 
admits a 2-secant. On the other hand, if r is a Galois field, there are subplanes of [FD if
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the order n of P is of the form n = m2, for some integer m. We do not know of any other 
answer to the above question. One way to approach this problem might be to study 
the embeddability in [Fo f weaker configurations which extend to a finite projective 
plane 71 and whose embeddability implies that the whole plane is embeddable. Then, 
we are interested in the following problem (cf. [12]). 
Assume [L is embedded in a projective plane P over a field P. If [L is embeddable in 
a finite projective plane n’, does there exist a projective subplane n of P such that n: is 
isomorphic to I? and iL is embedded in n? 
This question was suggested by a classical counterexample: the affine plane of order 
3 consisting of the nine inflexional points of a nonsingular cubic curve of a Pappian 
plane P cannot be obtained by deleting a line from a projective subplane of order 3 
of P. 
Korchmaros [6] answered the question in the affirmative when IL is an affine plane 
of order n > 3 (see also [9]). Later Bichara and Korchmaros [l] proved using a result 
of Bruen [2]. 
Theorem 1.1 (Bichara and Korchmaros). Let P be the projective plane over the$eld P. 
Let S be a finite subset of P and _!Z’ = {l~P:l lnS( ~2). Suppose that 
(i) S contains a nondegenerate quadrangle, 
(ii) lSl=n2, n33, 
(iii) 19 / = n2 + n. 
Then one of the following occurs: 
(I) P has a projective subplane rt of order n containing S and S is obtained by deleting 
from TC n+ 1 points, n of which at least are collinear, 
(II) n = 3 and S consists of the nine inflexional points of a cubic curve; in this case 
char r # 3 and x2 -x + 1 splits over P. 
The following result generalizes the previous problem to Moufang planes. 
Theorem 1.2 (Frank [S]). If an af,fine plane A of order >3 is embedded in a projective 
Moufang plane P, then also the projective closure of A is embedded in P. 
Denote by E, the FLS obtained by adjoining a point to one line of the Fano-plane 
PG(2,2). Then the following generalization of Bruen’s theorem holds. 
Theorem 1.3 (Erdos et al. [4]; Metsch [S]). Suppose iL=(P, 9) is an FLS on v points 
(1124) which is not a near-pencil. Let n denote the unique positive integer with 
n2-n+2dv<n2+n+f. Define B(4)=6 andfir v>,5 
if v=n2-n++, 
if n2-n+3dv<n2+1, 
if n2+2<v. 
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Then 1 _Y I= b (v). 
1. 
It is natural to try to generalize the Bichara-KorchmAros’s [l] result to other 
classes of FLS’s with known numbers of points and lines. In this paper we deal with 
the spaces characterized in Theorem 1.3 and prove the following result. 
Theorem 1.4. Let P = PG (2, r) be the projective plane over thejield P, S a subset of the 
points ofp and 9 =(leR (lnS(>2). If (S(= v, n 2 2 is the unique integer such that 
n2-n+2 < v,<n’+n + 1 and lZ;pl= B(v), then S can be completed to a projective 
subplane rt of order n of P except for the following cases: 
(i) n = 2, and char r # 2, 
(ii) n = 3, v=9, charrf 3 and S consists of the nine inflexional points of a non 
singular cubic curve, 
(iii) n = 3, v = 8, S = E 1 and char r = 2; or char r # 2,3 and S is the configuration given 
in Fig. 1. 
Corollary 1.5. Let P=PG(2, P) be the projective plane over thefield r, S a subset of 
P and Z’={ leP:llnS)32}. If 
(i) lSl=n’+n+ 1 -k, O<k<n+ 1, n>3, 
(ii) IdPIQn2+2n+1-k, 
Fig. 1. 
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then S is a near-pencil or Lin’s cross or can be completed to a projective subplane of order 
nof P. 
2. The proofs 
Let S be a subset consisting of v points in a Pappian projective plane P =PG(2, r) 
and n the unique positive integer such that n2 - n + 2 d v < rz2 + n + 1. Let _Y be the 
set consisting of the lines of Q which intersect S in at least two points and 
_I?~= { lnS/leZ]. If ) $Psl = B(v) (cf. [4]), then the FLS lL=(S, Ys) is determined by 
Theorem 1.3 [8]. More precisely, one of the following holds: 
(i) if v = n2 - n + 2 then either L = E, or li is embeddable in a projective plane rc of 
order n. The hypothesis b = n2 + n - 1 implies that R is isomorphic to rc from which two 
lines are deleted but a point on each is kept, 
(ii) if n2 - n + 3 < v < n2 + 1, then b = n2 + n implies that IL is isomorphic to a projec- 
tive plane of order n with n + 1 + k points deleted, n of which at least are collinear, 
O<k<n-3, 
(iii) if n2 + 2 d v < n2 + n + 1, then b = n2 + n + 1 implies either that I_ is isomorphic to 
a projective plane of order n with k points deleted, 0 < k < n - 1 or b = v = n2 + n + 1 
and [L is a near-pencil. 
Lemma 2.1. Suppose ~=(S,6ps) is isomorphic to a projective plane of order n with 
k points deleted, 0 < k < n - 1, n b 3. Then P contains a projective subplane 71 of order 
n and S=n: minus k points. 
Proof. Assume n’ is a projective plane of order n and [L is isomorphic to 
rc’\{A\,..., A;). We prove that the n + 1 lines II, . . . , I,, I of _Y corresponding to the 
linesl;,...,l’,+, of the pencil in rc’ with center at A I, i = 1, . . , k, pass through the same 
point Ai of P. If rc’ is Desarguesian, then it is possible to construct a nondegenerate 
Desargues configuration with center at A{, contained in n’\{A;, . . ..A.}. It follows 
that such a configuration corresponds in S to a Desargues configuration which is 
complete in P. Consequently, in this case the n + 1 lines of rc’ through A: correspond in 
P to lines concurrent to a point Ai. Since any projective plane of order n<8 is 
Desarguesian, assume n>,9. Observe that at least one of the lines on A: has degree n, 
say 1;. By the same argument as in [1, Lemma 31, we can prove that if l;, 1;) I;, s# t 
and s, tE (2, . . . , n + l} are three lines in rc’ containing A:, then in IFP the corresponding 
lines of 9 are concurrent at the point Ai. We have to show that 7c = Su {A,, . . . , Ak} is 
a projective plane of order n whose lines are obtained from the lines 1 of 9s by 
attaching the points Ai. Two distinct points x and y of x lie on a unique line: this is 
obvious if both x and y are in S; if XES and y=Ai, then they belong to the line 
corresponding to the unique line of TC’ containing x’ and A:, to which Ai is attached. 
Through the points Ai and Aj the line passes which corresponds to the line of rc’ on 
A: and A>. Two distinct lines I and m of rt meet in a point; if Inme& this is obvious. 
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Suppose that 1 and m are parallel in S; the lines 1’ and m’ corresponding in 71’ to 1 and 
m are incident with a same point, say A i. Then lnm = Ai. Obviously, the isomorphism 
between IL and 71’ \{A ;, . . , A;} can be extended to an isomorphism between rc 
and 7~‘. Cl 
Observe that Lemma 2.1 can be extended to the case k = n, since it is possible to find 
a line of degree n passing through the point A I, i= 1, . . . , k. 
Lemma 2.2. If iL = (S, Ys) is isomorphic to a projective plane n’ of order n > 3 with two 
lines but a point on each deleted, then S can be completed to a projective subplane rt of 
order n of P. 
Proof. Let n’ be a projective plane of order n> 3, a’ and b’ two lines of 7~’ and 
A’Gu’ and B’cb’ two points other than a’nb’. Suppose that IL is isomorphic to 
x’\{u’, b’}u {A’, B’}. Let G’ be a point of a’\(A’, a’nb’} and h’ the line G’B’. Let 1’ and 
m’ be two distinct lines through G’ other than a’ and h’. Denote by h, 1, m, A and B the 
elements in L which correspond to h’, t’, m’, A’ and B’, respectively. We prove that h, f 
and m pass through the same point G of P\S. Choose coordinates in P’ with 
fundamental points Al =(l,O,O), AZ=(O, l,O), A,=(O,O, 1) such that AI, A2ElnS, 
A,EmnS and AI, AZ, A34 AB, which is possible since n>3. Set B1 =hnAzA3, 
B, = hnA,A3, B3 = hnA, AZ; observe that the points B1 and B2 belong to S whereas 
the point B3 is in P\S. A hne li on Aj, iE( 1,2,3}, which is not a side of the fundamental 
triangle, has equation 
rl : x3 = tIx,, r2: x1 = t2x3 r3: x2 = t,xI with tint \ {0}, 
ti is the slope of ri. Let pi be the set of n- 1 lines through Ai contained in S and 
distinct from the sides of the fundamental triangle. Set 
7;.=ntij j=l,...,n-1, 
where tij is the slope of the line rij of P such that rijT\SEYi. Let bi the slope of the line 
AiBi, iE{ 1,2,3}. By a known extension of Ceva-Menelaus’s Theorem (cf. [lo]), 
b,bzb3 = - 1. (2.1) 
Let Q be a point of hnS other than B, and B, and ta be the slope of the line QAi. Then 
t1QtzQt3Q= 1. (2.2) 
Denote by m3 the slope of the line m. We obtain T,T,T3=b,b2m3 nQ t,Qt2Qt3Q and 
therefore, by (2.2), T1 T,T, = blbzm3. From (2.1) it follows that 
b3= -m,(T,T,T,)-‘. (2.3) 
Consider the line AB and the points F,=ABnA,A,, F,= ABnA,A3, 
F3 = ABnA1A2. Let f; be the slope of the line AiFi. For a point R of ABM, R # Fi, 
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denote by sp the slope of RAi. Then 
(2.4) 
By (2.4) and flR s~s~s$ = 1, fi f2f3 = - 1; hence, 
T1T2T3= -1. (2.5) 
From (2.3) we obtain b3 = m3, i.e. m is the line A3B3. Consequently, the three lines h, 1 
and m pass through the point G = B3. It follows that all lines through G’ correspond to 
lines passing through the same point G of P\S. By the same argument this holds for 
any point M’ on the line u’\{A’,a’nb’}. Obviously, the same argument holds if we 
start from the point 2’ = a’nb’; any line through Z’ has degree n and can take the role 
of the line h’. Next we show that the n points so obtained in P\S are collinear with A. 
Denote by d the set consisting of such points and the point A. Let D1 and O2 be in 
A \ (A}. W.l.o.g., it is possible to choose in P the fundamental points AI, A*, A3 so that 
D1~AZAJ, D2cA1A3, AEA~A~. Thus, D1(O, LdI), D2(d2,0, I), A(Ld,O), with 
dl,dz,dEr\{O), and the line DiAi has slope di (i = 1,2) and AAs has slope d. Denote by 
D any point of A\{A,D,,D*}. Observe that the point D does not belong to any line 
Ai A,; consequently, if tf is the slope of the line DAiy then tF$tj,= 1. On the other 
hand, 
(2.6) 
From (2.5) it follows that dIdad= - 1, implying that D1, D2 and A are collinear. 
Therefore, the isomorphism between S and n’\ (a’, b’} u{A’, B’} can be extended to an 
isomorphism between SuA and ~‘\{b’}u(a’nb’}. Thus, Sud is isomorphic to an 
affine plane ~1’ of order n with a point H’ at infinity. Let H be the point of S corres- 
ponding to H’. Clearly S\{H} is isomorphic to CI’ and is contained in a projective 
plane n of order n embedded in P (cf. [6]). 0 
Lemma 2.3. If L=(S, _Ps) is isomorphic to a projective plane of order n > 3 with 
n + 1 + k points deleted, n of which at least are on a line, 0 <k < n - 3, then S can be 
completed to a projective subplune x of order n of P. 
Proof. Let 71’ be a projective plane of order n > 3, a’ a line of 71’ and C;, . . . , CL 
0 d kg n- 3, k points of ~‘\(a’}. Suppose that [I =(S, _!Zs) is isomorphic to 
n’\({a’),C>, . . . . C;). Let G’ be a point of a’, h’ and 1’ two lines through G’ and 
containing no C:. Let m’ be a line through G’; we prove that the lines h, 1 and m in 
_Y corresponding to h’, 1’ and m’, are concurrent at a point in P\S. Take the 
fundamental triangle AI, A*, A3 in P, with AI, AZ~l and A,~rn; by the same arguments 
as in the previous proofs the statement follows (substitute for AB the line F1F2, where 
FI~A2A3nS and F,EA,A,nS). Cl 
We are left with the cases n = 2.3. 
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If n = 2, then 4 < u d 7 and [L is isomorphic to a k-punctured Fano-plane, 0 <k < 2, or 
to AG(2,2). In both cases [L can be completed to a projective subplane of order 2 of P if 
and only if char r = 2. 
If n=3, then 86~613 and 
1 
11 v=8, 
B(v)= 12 v=9,10, 
13 u=ll,12,13. 
Since (PSI =B(v), from Theorem 1.3 [S] it follows that either [I=(S, _!Zs) is a near- 
pencil or iL is embeddable in a projective plane n’ of order 3 unless II is El. 
If B(v)= 13, then one of the following may occur: 
v= 13, [L = rr’ or L is a near-pencil, 
v= 12, II = n’\ (point}, 
u=ll, [L=rc’\{two points}. 
If B(u) = 12 then 
u= 10, il= rc’\ {a collinear points}, 
v=9, IL = z’ \ (line}. 
In such cases S can be completed to a projective subplane 71 of order 3 of P with two 
exceptions: u = 9 and S consists of the nine inflexional points of a cubic curve (cf. [ 1,6] 
or v = 13 and IL is a near-pencil. 
If B(u)= 11 then u= 8 and two cases may occur: 
(i) [L=Ei and then char r=2 (since El contains a Fano-plane), 
(ii) [L = rc’\ (two punctured lines}. 
Lemma 2.4. Zf II =(S, 3ps) is isomorphic to a projective plane rc’ of order 3 with 
two punctured lines deleted, then char r # 2. Furthermore, S is the conjiguration in 
Fig. 2 and S can be completed to a projective subplane IT of order n of P, provided that 
char r = 3. 
Proof. Denote by AO, Al, AZ, B,,, Bi, C,,, Cz, D the points of S; then the lines of Ys are 
AOAlA2, BOBI, coc2, 
AOBOCO, A,B,, AZG, 
AoB,C2D, A,CoD, AzBoD, 
A,BICO, A,BoC,. 
Choose the fundamental points A,=(l,O,O), AI =(O, l,O), Bo=(O,O, l), B, =(l, 1,1) 
in P. Then C2 = (0, l,l). Since A2 belongs to the line AoA, we can set AZ = (u, 1,0) with 
uET and u ~0, 1 as A2 #A, and A2 is noncollinear with B. and B1. It is easy to verify 
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Fig. 2. 
that Co =( 1 - u, 0,l) and D = (u, 1,l). Since Al, C,, and D are collinear we obtain 
2u= 1. (2.7) 
The three lines &B&, AIBl and AzCz are disjoint in S, whereas are pairwise 
incident in P. If V=AOB&,nAIB,, V’=AoBoConAzCz, V”=A1BlnA2C2, then 
V= (1, 0, l), V’ = ( - u, 0, l), I”’ = (1, (1 + u)/u, 1). Therefore, I’= V’ = I”’ if and only if 
u= - 1, i.e. by (2.7) if and only if char r= 3. Then two cases may occur, namely 
(i) u=-l,(ii) u#-1. 
(i) We obtain an affine configuration contained in 5’ by adjoining the point V to 
S and then (cf. Cl]), S can be completed to a projective subplane of order 3 of P. 
(ii) Since char r # 3, P does not contain subplanes of order 3, and the configuration 
in Fig. 2 cannot be completed to a projective subplane of order 3 of P’. Moreover, from 
(2.7) it follows that char r # 2. 
Thus, Theorem 1.4 is proved Cl. 
Next, we consider the case ISI=n’+n+l-k, O<k<n+l, n$3 and 
) _Ys I< VI* + 2n + 1 -k. Observe that, from Totten’s classification of the restricted linear 
spaces (i.e. in which (b-u)* <u) (cf. [13]), by an easy argument, it follows that if 
II=(S,~)isanFLSwithu=n2+n+1-k,0~k~n+1,n~3,thenoneofthefo11ow- 
ing occurs: 
(I) b=u s 
either (a) k =0 and [L is a projective plane of order n 
or (b) IL is a near-pencil; 
(II) u<b<n2+2n+l-k a 
‘either 
(c) k<n and IL is a k-punctured 
projective plane of order n 
;) k= n and U_ is an afline plane of 
,order n, with one point at infinity; 
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(III) b~n’+2n+l-k, and b=n2+2n+1-k if and only if II is one of the 
following: 
(e) Lin’s cross (i.e. the unique FLS on 6 points having a line of degree 4 and a line of 
degree 3) (n=2, k= l), 
(f) an affine plane of order n (k = n + l), 
(g) an affine configuration of order n (k = n + 1): 
(h) a projective plane of order IZ, with n noncollinear points deleted (k=n), 
(i) a simply inflated affine plane of order n (i.e. an affine plane of order n with 
a near-pencil at infinity) or a projectively inflated affine plane of order n (i.e. an affine 
plane of order n with a projective plane at infinity). 
Observe that the only case not covered by the previous lemmas is: [L=(S, Ts) is 
isomorphic to a simply inflated or a projectively inflated affine plane of order n. The 
following holds. 
Lemma 2.5. An FLS [L =(S, _CZ’J isomorphic to a simply inputed or a projectively 
inJlated affine plane cannot be embedded in a Pappian projective plane. 
Proof. Suppose that S is isomorphic to cr’ul)‘, where LY’ is an affine plane of order 
n and D’ is a projective plane or a near-pencil attached to some point at infinity of a’. 
Denote by D the set of points of S corresponding to the points of D’. If S is embedded 
in a Pappian projective plane P, n > 4 or n = 3 and char r= 3, then the affine plane 
S\D is contained in a projective plane rc of order n embedded in P (cf. [6,9]). Thus, 
D is contained in a line of P, a contradiction. If IZ = 3 and char r # 3, then S\ D consists 
of the nine inflexional points of a cubic curve (cf. Cl]). In this case the embedding of the 
plane cannot be extended to any point at infinity, since the existence of a point at 
infinity would imply that also the line at infinity is embeddable (cf. [ 1, Lemma 3). Then 
there would exist a projective plane of order 3 embedded in r which contradicts the 
hypothesis char r # 3. 
Thus Corollary 1.5 is proved 0. 
Remark. The configuration in Fig. 2 provides another counterexample to Tallini’s 
question in the case charf 23 (cf. 1121). 
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